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TERMS OF USE

This Bulletin can be studied only as a download from its home on the
web page http://www.acu-free.com

When you read this Bulletin you agree that this is solely an
educational publication.

You can download a copy to your computer for your own use; but
distributing content without written permission violates Federal
Copyright Laws.

The image of Sappho on the cover? Feel we should honor great artists
and creative geniuses over the millennia who have left an indelible
mark in our perception of art and in the process have almost been
forgotten.

Sappho was the first feminist, free thinker, poet and
classicist of the golden Age which belatedly merged into
the Renaissance.

Hi Sappho.

Regards

Dr. Homi J E Kaikobad
Chief Editor.

About the Images
Every image is under copyright of Acu-Free.Com LLC or its

Licensors. All rights reserved.
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Basics of  5 Element Diagnosis
Part XI - Role of  TCM in Containing
Cold Invasion of  Colon

Dr. Homi J E Kaikobad
MBBS DPH DIP AC NCCAOM LAC

Bachelor of Medicine & Surgery Ret. Diplomate in Public Health. Diplomate in Acupuncture &
National Board Certified. Licensed Acupuncturist

One of the striking symptoms of a Cold Invasion in to the Colon in Winter is sudden
Diarrhea. Other symptoms could be cold hands and feet, cold skin, slow pulse, pale
tongue with thin coat.

One would look for a pathogen in the stool and tell-tale lab tests of an infection. But
with a sub normal or normal temperature and a slow pulse it is difficult to justify an
infection.

Is it a Cold which has invaded the abdomen due to an inadvertent exposure? Snow,
shovel, pores open, perspire, Cold seeps in?

Finding out if this is so is accomplished with sorting out the element in which the
attack has occurred, followed by which element controls it.

No matter how complex the manifestations of this or any chronic, multi dimensional
illness, by following these simple steps one can find out the cause, and contain it.

The seed of this diagnostic system in ancient times was the 50th Difficult Issue in
the Nan Ching. The fruition in contemporary times is Dr. Kaikobad’s Deep Diagnosis
by Design©.

This kind of elemental diagnosis is more a design, a pattern which can be
conceptualized pictorially. Find the one part which is incongruent, and the etiology
may be lurking there.
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Which organ and its element were primarily afflicted?

Colon in element Metal.

Which organ and its element controlled/destroyed it?

Heart in element Fire.

Why did it do that?

Because its own house was in disorder.

For a sound 5 E diagnosis find this Destroyer and harmonize it.

The ill element becomes stable and the illness is contained.

Notice that one does not even factor in the Cold aspect in the discussion. Once you
have the bi elemental system, the Cold part is incidental, even inconsequential.

One might say, but the Cold invaded right?

It did but only because Metal was injured by a HT whose house was not quite in
order, see that pictorially below:
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Q. How can Cold invade a well clothed person shoveling snow?

A. When bending the jacket may rise, exposing the smallest window from which
Cold invades.

Q. Can it be due to anything other than shoveling snow?

A. Sure. Any activity which exposes the back for a length of time.

Q. But if this person had harmony between HT and LU, would there be an invasion?

A. Very likely, no. Not every person in Winter develops Cold Invasion of Colon.

Q. Can it be anywhere else, the
invasion?

A. Probably, but colon and LU are
parts of Metal and are particularly
vulnerable in a person with HT Qi
Deficient.

Q. How would one know for certain it
is Cold invasion of Colon?

A. Pulse, tongue and face color, plus
history, and the quick relief from
treatment with moxa will tell.

Q. What treatment?!

A. Next page.

Image: Courtesy U.S. Navy photo by John Narewski
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BEFORE treating, confirm Signs & Symptoms of a Cold Invasion in the Colon:

� Loose watery motions

� Pain or ache abdomen

� Cold abdomen

� Slow pulse

� Pale tongue with thin white coat

� On palpation a cold tender abdomen esp lower half etc

One presumes one has also established a HT LU Disharmony; if so then proceed:

Treatment:

Step 1. Shore up, tonify:
HT7, HT4, SI5

Step 2. Pacify, Sedate:
LI4, LI11, ST25

Step 3. Apply Moxa to
Front MU and Back SHU
points for Colon

Q. Why treat HT Qi in a condition involving Metal?

A. In some people an inherent HT Qi Def creates over years conditions involving
Metal, nosebleed, chronic bronchitis, frequent episodes of Flu, asthma. Cold in
Colon may be one of those.

Q. Its possible one gets Cold invading in this fashion and there is no HT Qi Def?

A. Yes.

Q. But it is more likely there is a HT Qi Def?

A. Yes. A tell tale pattern. Find one and the gods are kind. J
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Heat pads to the rescue

A simple strategy to expel Cold in the Colon is to use the non electric heat pads of
the stick-on variety, using caution as advised by the manufacturer, you peel off the
cover and place on some cloth covering the area.

2 pads [in red below], are applied, one on Back Shu of Colon and one on Front MU,
see image, with manufacturer’s precautions. Front MU LI is ST25. What is the Back
SHU? See below.

UB25
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CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE WITH DR HOMI J E KAIKOBAD
A New Series

DID YOU FIGURE THIS ONE FROM THE PREVIOUS ISSUE?

A case walks into your clinic with a condition shown in the image below. For one
reason or another he cannot communicate and you are left with figuring out what
could have caused this. It has:

� an enlargement of the metatarso pharyngeal joints at great toe both sides so
the toe sways away laterally, externally from its normal axis

What is it? How would you place it on a 5 element chart? What would your
diagnosis be? And how would you treat it?

Image Courtesy Author Juancalbornoz. Source Wikipedia.

©acu-free.com LLC
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Answer

Q. What keeps the metatarsal of great toe aligned, normally, with the great toe?

A. A LV and ST Qi in harmony; each flows on either side of great toe.

Q. Why does the G Toe turn away laterally?

A. SP [or ST or Earth] Qi in Def, LV wins, hence shift.

Q. What next?

A. Confirm a ST [SP or Earth all are synonymous] Def.

Q. Like, how?

A. S & S, and placement on the Great Ancestral 5 E Chart. The one below shows KO
energetics gone wrong.

Q. It has no labels?!

A. After a while you don't need any, the message is clear.
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Q. So what will be the treatment?

A. See chart above and figure it out, its entirely obvious, especially if you have
been following all the ten Issues with the Basics of Five Elements discussion. J

Q. Well some of us missed these. What should be the treatment?

A. Harmonize LV and ST. Tonify LV3, GB34; and sedate ST36, SP9. In time the toe
would align.

Q. Looks like no move in the 5 element system, is not a chess move.

A. Yes, complex before moving, obvious when moved.

Q. Great system.

A. Sort of
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                POLISH UP YOUR ANATOMY

Can you locate:
1.  The parotid salivary
gland ruled by Stomach
2.  The auditory canal
ruled by Kidney
3.  The temporal muscle
where migraine by same
name occurs, ruled by
Gall Bladder
4.  The orbicularis oculi
muscle which some
people use to wink and
get into trouble
5.  The Sternomastoid,
the long muscle in the
neck used to look to the
sides
6.  The frontal belly of
the fronto occipital
muscle one uses when
saying, Whaaat?
7.  The only muscle in
the body which is
triangular, the trapezoid.
Only its upper belly is
visible but that is OK.

Answers next Issue. More of these Test Panels and you will be a whiz at Anatomy.
Incidentally the Author has found this the best liked way to learn the topic.

On three Continents.

Image: Courtesy of  Medical Illustrator Peter Lynch

CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE WITH DR HOMI J E KAIKOBAD
A New Series:
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POINT OF VIEW

Two visitors. Winter’s night. A lonely vigil. Ancient Stonehenge on the Salisbury Plains.

The One: How long has this stood here?
The Other: 3500 years.

The One: Who built it?
The Other: The Gate Keepers.

The One: I don’t see a Gate here.
The Other: It is not supposed to be seen.

The One wanders off amongst the great stones, looking for a Gate. The other smiles.
Somewhere in a nearby town, a clock tower strikes the midnight hour.

The portal opens.

Words & Artwork ©Dr. Homi J E Kaikobad

Image: User:Wigulf/Gallery England. Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stonehenge.jpg

Image © Acu-Free.Com LLC or its Licensor
All rights reserved.



To return to our web site, click here http://www.acu-free.com

To refer the Bulletin to a colleague,
click here http://www.acu-free.com/refs.html

To SUBSCRIBE or change your email, click here: http://www.acu-free.com/prefs.html

This concludes this Issue. We plan to continue the series on
5 element diagnostics and the next issue should be out in

APR 2015.
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